attest to the increasing importance of the hexagonal ferromagnetic compound MnBi. Since the magnetic properties of MnBi crystals are highly anisotropic, it is useful and necessary to have appropriate aids for determining their orientations-a (00· 1) standard stereographic projection and a corresponding table of crystallographic angles for this structure. The tables of crystallographic angles for the hexagonal system available in the literature" are computed for c/a ratios greater than that of MnBi and cannot satisfactorily be used to find the crystallographic angles of MnBi.
R
ECENT papers by Williams, Sherwood, and Boothby/ Seybolt et al.," Heikes," and Roberts' attest to the increasing importance of the hexagonal ferromagnetic compound MnBi. Since the magnetic properties of MnBi crystals are highly anisotropic, it is useful and necessary to have appropriate aids for determining their orientations-a (00· 1) standard stereographic projection and a corresponding table of crystallographic angles for this structure. The tables of crystallographic angles for the hexagonal system available in the literature" are computed for c/a ratios greater than that of MnBi and cannot satisfactorily be used to find the crystallographic angles of MnBi.
A table of angles between the crystallographic planes (HK·L) and (hk·l) was calculated for MnBi from the formula" show no difference from these significant to the calculation.
From the crystallographic angles between the basal plane (00·1) and the general plane (hk·l) in Table I , an (00· 1) standard stereographic projection was made for MnBi which is shown in Fig. 1 TRANSACTIONS AIME
